Matching (or mapping) between heterogeneous ontologies becomes crucial for interoperability in distributed and intelligent environments. Although many efforts in ontology mapping have already been conducted, most of them rely heavily on the meaning of entity names rather than the semantics defined in ontologies. In order to deal with semantic heterogeneity, we enrich the semantics of ontologies for content-based matching. In this paper, we propose a semantically-enriched model of ontologies (called MetaOntoModel) where the semantics of concepts are enriched by adding concept-level knowledge (called meta-knowledge) based on three philosophical notions: identity, rigidity, and dependency. Then, we develop a MetaOntoModel-based ontology matching method. Our novel idea is that if two concepts are semantically equivalent, then they have the same metaknowledge. On the contrary, if two concepts possess different kinds of meta-knowledge, then they cannot be matched. We prove that meta-knowledge can determine not only the scope of matches, but also the closest corresponding properties between two similar concepts.
Introduction
Today, ontologies have become a silver bullet not only in the development of the Semantic Web, but also in several collaborative application areas such as intelligent environments (or smart spaces), e-commerce, social networks, multi-agent systems, etc., because they are respected as a means of consensus for intelligent reasoning and sharing capabilities. Since a single global ontology is no longer enough to support the variety of tasks pursued in distributed environments, the Web involves a proliferation of ontologies, and faced a trade off between interoperability and heterogeneity.
In order to keep a balance between heterogeneity and interoperability, ontology matching has become a plausible solution in various tasks, such as ontology merging, query answering, information retrieval, exchange, and integration, etc. Heterogeneity is generally distinguished in terms of syntactic heterogeneity and semantic heterogeneity. Syntactic heterogeneity is caused by using different ontology modeling paradigms (e.g., RDF-based model or Frame-based model) and different ontology languages (e.g. DAML or OWL), while semantic heterogeneity is created by conceptualization divergence in describing the semantics of ontological classes. Research on resolving syntactic heterogeneity has been undertaken by many researchers so far (Bowers 2000 , Chalupsky 2000 . In this paper, we focus on the semantic heterogeneity between ontologies. Dealing with semantic heterogeneity is a recurrent issue for ontologies, like the problems related to information integration of heterogeneous databases and systems (Batini 1986 , March 1990 ). Ceri and Widom listed four categories of semantic conflicts concerning schema matching: naming conflicts, domain conflicts, meta-data (or datatype) conflicts, and structural conflicts (Ceri 1993 ). Visser and colleagues classified ontology mismatches into two levels: conceptualization mismatches (class mismatches and property mismatches) and explication mismatches (abstraction level mismatches and categorization mismatches) (Visser 1997) . According to the above works, we classify semantic heterogeneity in ontologies into four categories. For two semantically similar or equivalent classes, there is (a) terminological heterogeneity if they have different names or labels; (b) taxonomical heterogeneity if they have different subsumption structures; (c) schematic heterogeneity if they have different sets of properties and constraints; and (d) instantiation heterogeneity if they are interpreted using different sets of instances.
Most mapping tools are mainly intended to solve terminological heterogeneity between lightweight ontologies like Yahoo directories, by applying Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques (Mitra & Wiederhold 2002 , Doan, Madhavan, Domingos & Halevy 2002 , Ehrig & Stabb 2004 . In practice, a matching process between formally axiomatized ontologies with a variety of heterogeneities is a highly complex process, and a considerable amount of expert-interaction is still involved in verification. For ontology matching, our underlying assumption is the more explicit semantics is specified in ontologies, the feasibility of matching will be greater. Hence, an important step in handling semantic heterogeneity should be the attempt to enrich the semantics of concepts, with adequate conceptualization consistency.
The semantic enrichment techniques use a variety of knowledge sources, such as shared thesaurus like WordNet 1 , linguistic knowledge, and intensional and extensional knowledge (Su 2004) . However, Mitra and Wiederhold claim that full automation for mapping using linguistic knowledge is not feasible, due to the inadequency of today's NLP technology (Mitra & Wiederhold 2002) . It is also obvious that the semantics of similar concepts described by either intensional knowledge (attributes and relations) or extensional knowledge (sets of instances), in two different ontolo-gies, can possibly be heterogeneous according to the diverse knowledge of domain experts.
We focus our enrichment approach on metaknowledge analysis using some philosophical notions. The idea behind our approach is that the metaknowledge carries an identifiable link between two heterogeneous descriptions of a concept. Though the description of a concept can be slightly different according to domain experts, the meta-knowledge of the concept is not distinctive for the same semantics. For this purpose, we introduce a semantically enriched model of ontologies (called MetaOntoModel) where concept-level knowledge (called metaknowledge) is embedded into ontologies. Our novel idea is that if two concepts are semantically equivalent, then they have the same meta-knowledge, together with similar properties and constraints. On the contrary, if two concepts have different metaknowledge, then they cannot be matched. We prove that the meta-knowledge can determine not only the scope of matches, but also the closest corresponding properties between concepts.
A First-order Modal Language in Kripke Semantics
In order to deal with semantic heterogeneity, we adopt three philosophical notions of OntoClean 2 (Guarino & Welty 2001 ). These notions (called meta-properties in OntoClean) are identity, rigidity, and dependency. Guarino & Welty mentioned that the notions of OntoClean were formalized in S5 Quantified Modal Logic (QML) 3 with the Barcan formula (BF ) 4 , which gives us a constant domain (every object exists in every possible world) and universal accessibility (every world is accessible from every other world) (Welty & Andersen 2005) . The domain of quantification is possibilia, which when combined with S5 + BF introduces a need for an actual existence predicate (E), as opposed to logical existence, that indicates some objects actually exist in the possible worlds (Miller 1987 , Cress 2001 .
In order to express a precise semantics of each notion, we provide a formal language of first-order Quantified Modal Logic (QML) and apply Kripke's semantics.
Syntax
Let L E be a first-order modal language (Cress. 2001 , Belardinelli 2006 , Modal 2003 which consists of alphabet A E = {X , P n , F n , E} for countable infinite sets of individual variables, n-ary predicate symbols, n-ary function symbols, and the actual existential predicate symbol E, where n is a finite natural number. In L E , propositional connectives (¬, ∧, ∨, →, and ↔), quantifiers (∀ and ∃), and modal operators ( and ♦), are also used. Terms of L E are either constants, variables or constructed terms f n (t 1 , ..., t n ) ∈ F n where t 1 , ..., t n are terms.
Definition 1 (Modal Formulas) Modal formulas in alphabet A E are defined as follows:
• If p n is an n-nary predicate symbol and t 1 , ..., t n is an n-tuple of terms, then p n (t 1 , ..., t n ) is an atomic modal formula.
2 OntoClean is a domain-independent methodology for ontological analysis-a framework for cleaning taxonomic structure of ontologies. 3 QML is known for the integration of First-order predicate logic and modal logic.
• If φ,ψ are modal formulas, then ¬φ, φ → ψ, and φ are modal formulas.
• If φ is a modal formula and x is a variable, then ∀xφ is a modal formula.
Falsehood ⊥, propositional connectives ∧, ∨, ↔, existential quantifier ∃, and modal operator ♦, are defined in the usual way (Modal 2003).
Semantics
A kripke frame in QML is F = W, R where W is a non-empty set, and R is a binary relation on W . Set W is intuitively interpreted as the domain of possible worlds, whereas R is the accessibility relation between worlds (Cress. 2001). Universe U includes a set of individuals U ind and a set of datatype values U dtp , such that U = U ind ∪ U dtp , regarding owl:ObjectProperty and owl:DatatypeProperty 5 .
where F is a Kripke frame, D is a function assigning a non-empty set (called outer domain) D(w) ⊆ U to every w ∈ W , d is a function assigning an inner domain to every w ∈ W such that d(w) ⊆ D(w), and I = U, · I is the interpretation in frame F such that
n for any n-ary predicate p n ∈ P n , I(f
n → D(w) for any n-ary function f n ∈ F n , and
Each outer domain D(w) contains the objects which it makes sense to talk about the possible domain of w, on the other hand in each inner domain d(w) there appear individuals actually existing in w. We assume that model M satisfies the inclusion requirement (Cress. 2001) , that is, if wRw then D(w) ⊆ D(w ). As frame F employs S5 6 , there is a constant outer domain between possible worlds such that D(w) = D(w ). In practice, we cannot expect that the same individuals actually exist in each arbitrary accessible world. Therefore, we regard that the inner domain of each world varies, depending on the actual existence of individuals in the world.
Definition 3 (w-assignment) To define truth conditions for atomic and quantified formulas with variables x ∈ X given in L E , w-assignment function ∂ into interpretation I in world w is defined as I ∂ (x I , w) = ∂(x). There is also a varient of wassignment, ∂ x,a , which assigns individual element a ∈ D(w) to x.
Definition 4 (Satisfaction) For any world w ∈ W given in Kripke model M , the satisfaction relation of modal formulas with respect to I ∂ is as follows: 6 S5 is a system where accessibility relation R is reflexive: φ → φ, symmetric: φ → ♦φ, and transitive: φ → φ.
•
Truth conditions for modal formulas containing propositional connectives ∧, ∨, ↔, existential quantifier ∃, and modal operator ♦ are defined from the formulas above in the usual way, such as ♦φ = ¬ ¬φ,
In particular (I ∂ , w) |= ⊥ never holds. A modal formula is true in Kripke model M if and only if it is true in every possible world w ∈ W of M . Similarly, a modal formula is valid in Kripke frame F if and only if it is true in every Kripke model M given on F . Since language L E contains existence predicate E, the following two axioms are applied (Cress. 2001 , Belardinelli. 2006 ).
The soundness and completeness of QML have been proved by Corsi and Belardinelli (Corsi 2002, Belardinelli. 2006) .
3 Identity, Rigidity, and Dependency
In the philosophical literature, ontological concepts are generally divided into two categories: sortal concepts (called sorts) and non-sortal concepts.
"Sort is an entity type 8 that carries a criteria for determining the individuation, persistence, and identity 9 of its instances (Guizzardi, Wagner & Sinderen 2004) ". "A class is called a sort if it supplies or carries an Identity Condition (IC)" (Guarino & Welty 2001) . "No entity without identity" (Quine 1969 ).
According to the above-quoted statements, it is significant that the principles of identity and individuation supplied by sorts are essential in conceptual modeling, together with a universe of discourse. Therefore, Guizzardi and Wagner (Guizzardi et al. 2004 ) made the following postulate.
"Every object in a conceptual model (CM) of a domain must be an instance of a CMclass representing a sortal" (Guizzardi et al. 2004) .
In this paper, we follow to the above postulate and treat ontological classes as sorts, and non-sortals as the attribute values of sorts. Some examples of sorts are Person, Planet, Dog, House, Student, Wine, Book, and Car, where individuals (or instances) are countable and identifiable. Unlike sorts, Red, Happy, and Beautiful, are non-sortals, which do not supply identity for their individuals. However, whether a concept is a sort or not should rely on possession of identity criteria, rather than the common sense of a concept's name.
Identity is the logical relation of sameness, in which an individual identifies only to itself globally.
7 For a proof for (I ∂ , w) |= φ[x/y] iff (I ∂ x,∂(y) , w) |= φ, we refer to (Belardinelli. 2006) .
8 Entity type has an extension (instances) and an intension which includes an applicability criteria for determining whether an entity is an instance of it. 9 An identity criteria (also called identity Condition) supports the judgment of whether two particulars describe the same entity or not.
Definition 5 (Identity Condition) Identity Condition (IC) of a sort is a datatype property, which provides a unique IC value to each individual of the sort. Formally, if ι (unary function of language L E ) is an IC of sort s (denoted by p s ), then it satisfies one of the following conditions 10 .
(2) Equation (1) states that "The IC of a sort must necessarily provide the same IC value for the same individual of the sort". Equation (2) states that "The IC of a sort must be necessarily sufficient to determine two individuals with the same IC value as the same individual".
Example 1 Suppose that hasISBN is the IC of sort PublishedBook. Then, it is necessary to have the same ISBN for the same published book, or two individual books with the same ISBN can be identified as the same published book in every possible world. Someone may use a global product bar-code to identify each copy of the same PublishedBook (say an individual of PublishedBookCopy). For other examples, hasFingerprint, hasURI, and hasLatitudeLongitude can be used as the ICs of Person, WebResource, and Location, respectively. Note that ICs should be globally identifiable for individuals. For example, Student possesses property 'hasStudentID', however it is world-variant and can not be used as an IC. We call it local IC, and use it to identify individuals inside a possible world.
In Definition 5, we use unary predicates of language L E , by adding predicated names corresponding to sort names, such as p s ∈ P 1 . Then, the fundamental semantics of a subsumption relationship between two sorts s 1 and s 2 , can be interpreted in the form of implication relation, that is, if s 2 (Beierle 1992 , Kaneiwa 2001 . This is read as "If sort s 2 is subsumed by sort s 1 then every individual of s 2 is an individual of s 1 ". In this case, s 1 is a super-sort and s 2 is a sub-sort. The IC of a sort allows inheritance through subsumption relationships.
Definition 6 (OwnIC and CarriedIC) If sort s originates an IC, then the IC is called the ownIC of s denoted by ι s . If a sort inherits an IC from a supersort through subsumption relationship, then the IC is called "carriedIC" denoted by ι.
Example 2 Suppose that hasFingerPrint is the ownIC of sort Person because every person is identifiable by such fingerprint. According to Student Person, hasFingerprint is a carriedIC for Student. In this case, we say Person supplies its ownIC to Student and Student carries the IC of Person.
Rigidity provides the modality of a sort. In general, the rigid designation in modal context is "it designates the same thing in all possible worlds". However, Kai-Yee Wong (Wong 2003) mentioned that what Saul Kripke likes to say about rigidness is with existence conception: "...a designator rigidly designates a certain object if it designates that object wherever the object exists" (Kripke 1971) . Regarding this quoted reference, we apply the actual existence of rigidity (Welty & Andersen 2005) .
otherwise, s is existentially anti-rigid iff
In the rigid case, if every individual of a sort in world w exists in every world w such that wRw , the individual is always a member of the sort. In the antirigid case, this is not so.
Example 3 We can define Person as a rigid sort and Student as an anti-rigid sort, by expecting every person is a person in every possible world if s/he exists there, and a person is not always a student.
Dependency expresses the external dependent relation of a certain sort to another disjoint sort.
Definition 8 (Externally Dependent) Sort s is externally dependent on another sort s if, for all individuals x of s, necessarily some individual y of s exist, which is neither a part nor a constituent of x:
where s and s are disjoint:
We make explicit the original dependent definition (Guarino & Welty 2001) There is an issue: ICs are either intrinsic or extrinsic. Guarino & Welty discussed this issue as follows:
"Global unique IDs are used either in objectoriented systems to uniquely identify an object or in database systems to identify data records. Our notion of IC is based mainly on intrinsic properties. However, this is not to say that the former type never uses intrinsic properties nor the latter never uses extrinsic ones. In practice, conceptual modellers may need both" (Guarino & Welty 2001) .
Therefore, in this research, both intrinsic and extrinsic properties are used as ICs if they satisfy Equation (1) or (2). For examples, fingerprint is intrinsic but ISBN is rather extrinsic.
Modeling Semantically-Enriched Ontologies
Regarding both Frame and OWL specifications, there are three fundamental modeling components in developing ontologies: classes for concepts, properties for attributes and relations (called intensional knowledge) of concepts, and individuals for instances (called extensional knowledge) of each concept. In addition, ontological axioms and constraints can be defined on classes and properties. Taxonomy is a structure of classes mainly with subsumption relationships. An ontology with a universe of discourse constitutes a populated ontology or ontology base. Let S be a set of sorts.
A set of properties belonging to any sort s ∈ S is denoted as where S is a set of sorts and is a collection of subsumption relationships on S.
The objective of modeling semantically enriched ontologies is to provide a well-structured taxonomy and adequate semantics for ontologies. Therefore, we provide a classification of sorts and define the metaknowledge of sorts according to this classification. Then, we define a conceptual model (called MetaOntoModel) of semantically enriched ontologies. Based on the classification of sorts in OntoClean and by Guizzardi (Guizzardi et al. 2004) , we define four categories of sort: type sort, quasi-type sort, role sort, and phase sort. 
where S type is a set of type sorts, S quasi−type is a set of quasi-type sorts, S role is a set of role sorts, S phase is a set of phase sorts. We claim that each subset of S is disjoint to each other, because their modality and identifiable characteristics are different. This disjointness is proved as follows.
• By Definition (7), if sort s ∈ S is existentially anti-rigid, then s is not rigid, and vice versa.
• By Definition (9) & (10), if sort s ∈ S is a quasi type sort, then it is not a type sort, and vice versa.
• by Definition (11) & (12), if sort s ∈ S is a phase sort, then it is not a role sort, and vice versa.
A typical structure of the above classification is depicted in Figure 1 . It can also be called a skeleton of sortal taxonomies which preserve the condition "anti-rigid sorts never subsume rigid sorts" (Guarino & Welty 2001 ). We do not mean that every ontology needs to complete this classification. In addition, we employ the two assumptions described below.
• Assumption1: Every top-most sort of a sortal taxonomy in a given ontology must be a type sort which originates (or supplies) an IC to identify an individual globally in multiple worlds, regarding identity for every individual.
• Assumption2: A type sort is not allowed to have multiple subsumption relationships, s 3 s 1 and s 3 s 2 where all are type sorts, because no individual possesses two incompatible IC values (e.g. an alcoholic drink cannot be defined as both wine and whisky).
Definition 13 Meta-knowledge, denoted by P M , is a sort-level (functional) property that defines a metaknowledge value for each sort. The range of P M is restricted by an enumerated set {"type","quasitype","role","phase"}. For sort s ∈ S, the metaknowledge of s is denoted by P M (s). For example, P M (P erson)="type". Each sort possesses only one meta-knowledge. Moreover, the meta-knowledge of a sort does not allow inheritance through subsumption relationships. According to the classification of sorts, we define the meta-knowledge of a sort together with a specific conceptual constraint, as listed in Table 1 . This classification supports not only subsumption consistency among sorts, but also adequate individual-level properties for the precise semantics of sorts.
Definition 14 (MetaOntoModel)
MetaOntoModel is a quintuple O = S, , P M , P D , A where S is a non-empty set of sorts, S, is a taxonomic structure of S with subsumption relationship , P M is a function that defines the meta-knowledge of each sort s ∈ S, P D is a set of domain-level properties such that
and A is a set of ontological axioms and conceptual constraints.
Example 5 (Ontology1) We present a simple ontology of people in university domain (Ontology1) based on the MetaOntoModel as follows: S = {Organization, U niversity, P erson, Scholar, Employee, P rof essor, Supervisor, Student, M asterStudent, DoctoralStudent} P M (S) = {type, role, type, quasi-type, role, role, role, role, phase, phase} S type = {Organization, P erson} S quasi-type = {Scholar} S role = {U niversity, Employee, P rof essor, Supervisor, Student} S phase = {M asterStudent, DoctoralStudent} The set of individual-level properties P D with specific domains and ranges, is given in Table 2 , where {S, T, R} denotes {study, teaching, research}. A certain university will be a model of this ontology. We assume that every ontological entity (class, property, individual) has a unique name, in each ontology.
The taxonomic structure of Ontology1 is described in Figure 2 . In Ontology1, Legal Organization is defined as a type sort by expecting every school, institute, or company, is a legal organization untill its registration is valid with a unique name or ID, and University is defined as a role sort by considering a certain university may switch its status to another (college or vocational institute) with a relevant change in education standards and policy. MasterStudent and DoctoralStudent are classified as phase sorts because they are considered as the possible stages (or phases) of student life. In an alternative ontology, suppose Ontology2, these concepts may be defined including more than one kind of semantic heterogeneity-including use of the same name with different semantics, or different names with the same semantics. Recall that deciding whether a sort is a type sort or another kind of sort, does not fully depend on the common sense of its name. More precisely, a sort is classified according to the properties and constraints defined for it. Two similar domain ontologies may have different taxonomies with some common sorts. However, we claim that the metaknowledge of a semantically common sort in both ontologies should be the same. On the contrary, if two sorts have different kinds of meta-knowledge, then they cannot be the same sort, because their semantics have different conceptual constraints such as ownIC, CVA, EDR, or CC.
Implementing MetaOntoModel-based Ontologies
We define semantic enrichment as a process to provide adequate semantics for ontological concepts by developing structured and consistent taxonomies. In this section, we demonstrate an implementation framework of MetaOntoModel-based ontologies using Protégé OWL API and a representation of these ontologies in OWL-Ontology Web Language. Protégé 13 is a Java-based free open source ontology editor and knowledge base framework, that provides a plug-and-play environment for rapid prototyping and application development. The Protégé platform supports two main ways of modeling ontologies, via Protégé-Frames and Protégé-OWL editors. Protégé ontologies can be exported into a variety of formats including RDF(S), OWL, and XML Schema. Moreover, Protégé-OWL editor supports creation of customized meta-classes 14 . These are the basic reasons why we selected Protégé-OWL editor for the im-13 http://protege.stanford.edu/ 14 A meta-class is a frame template that is used to define new classes in an ontology.
Meta-classes of sort
Person is an instance of TypeSort
Meta-knowledge
Is `type' We built a MetaOntoModel-based meta-class ontology named 'sort.owl', and uploaded it in Protégé ontology library
IC is hasFingerPrint
15 as an open source ontology. Our meta-class ontology consists of four meta-classes labeled TypeSort, Quasi-typeSort, RoleSort, and PhaseSort, respectively, as shown in Figure 3 . Each meta-class has two concept-level properties: 'metaknowledge' and 'conceptual constraint' shown in Table 1. We also develop five PAL constraints in 'sort.owl' for the purpose of subsumption consistency. The meanings of these PAL constraints are (a) a quasi-type sort never subsumes a type sort; (b) a phase sort never subsumes a type sort; (c) a phase sort never subsumes a quasi-type sort; (d) a role sort never subsumes a type sort; and (e) a role sort never subsumes a quasi-type sort.
The major steps of our semantics enrichment process are illustrated in Figure 4 .
First, users need to open a project in Protégé for
OWL ontology O.
<rdf:RDF xml:base="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/ontology1.owl"><owl:Ontology rdf:about=""> <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege"/></owl:Ontology> <owl:Class rdf:ID="TypeSort"> <rdfs:subClassOf><owl: <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#University"/> </TypeSort> <RoleSort rdf:ID="Student"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Scholar"/> <rdfs:subClassOf> <owl:Restriction><owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#EnrollIn"/> <owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;int">1</owl:cardinality> </owl:Restriction></rdfs:subClassOf> <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Professor"/> <externalDependentRelation rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">EnrollIn</externalDependentRelation> <meta-knowledge rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">role</meta-knowledge> </RoleSort> <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:about="#meta-knowledge"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www. (own-slot-not-null 'meta-knowledge' ?sub)) (not ('meta-knowledge' ?sub "type"))))) </protege:PAL-STATEMENT> </protege:PAL-CONSTRAINT> Figure 5 : The enriched Ontology1 generated in OWL 2. Second, it is necessary to load sort.owl into the opened project via the import service of Protégé.
3. Third, the meta-class of each ontological class needs to be changed from standard class, owl:class, to one of the meta-classes via 'change metaclass' option of Protégé as shown in Figure  3 . For this selection, users need the background knowledge of sort classification that we presented in Section 4. By the selection of meta-class, the meta-knowledge of each ontological class will be assigned automatically. Then, the user needs to enrich the semantics of each ontological class by providing necessary individual-level properties.
4. Fourth, the consistency of semantic enrichment can be evaluated by invoking the PAL constraints defined in 'sort.owl', via the PAL constraints tab of Protégé, and by running a DIG reasoner Racer 16 or Pellet 17 . An iterated process may be needed between Steps 3 and 4.
5. Finally, the semantically-enriched ontology, O E , can be successfully generated in OWL. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of semantic enrichment in Protégé. A part of enriched Ontology1 generated in OWL is shown in Figure 5 , where each meta-class is represented using owl:class and each sort s ∈ S is represented as an instance of a relevant Sort metaclass, e.g., Person is a sort which is an instance of meta-class TypeSort. A general architecture of MetaOntoModel-based ontology matching is given in Figure 6 . Suppose that there are two heterogeneous ontologies: Ontology1 and Ontology2, which are enriched in the form of MetaOntoModel, and also populated. In order to achieve interoperability between two information systems through heterogeneous ontologies, the responsibility of ontology matching is to find semantically similar sorts between two ontologies.
Matching Method
For ontology matching, we claim that there is no semantic correspondence between rigid sorts and anti-rigid sorts, nor between rigid sorts (type sorts and quasi-type sort) nor between anti-rigid sorts (role sorts and phase sorts), because their modality and conceptual constraints are different.
Thus, our matching process is driven by direct sort matching between the same meta-knowledge groups. Consequently, it can flatten iterations of a matching process and possibly reduce complexity.
Let O = S, , P M , P D , A and O = S , , P M , P D , A be the logical view of Ontology1 and Ontology2. In our matching method, we consider mapping function f : s ∈ O → s ∈ O to find the semantically corresponding sort s for s. Then, we divide mapping function f into four subfunctions as follows:
• typeMatching is a mapping function that finds correspondence of a type sort s ∈ S type in S type . Since each type sort originates an IC, the main idea in determining correspondence between type sorts is analyzing whether the ownICs of two type sorts can export and import interchangeably or not (Tun & Tojo 2005) . Exportability: If the ownIC of sort s ∈ S type , ι s , can identify and distinguish all the individuals of another sort s ∈ S type , then the IC is called 
Correspondence (or semantic equality) between two type sorts is determined by mutuality or sameness relation between their ownICs. The mutuality between two ownICs is decided when they are both exportable and importable, that is, the IC values provided by the ownICs for each individual are different but they are unique. In the case of sameness, both ownICs must provide the same IC value for the same individual, in addition to being exportable and importable.
Example 6 Suppose that 'hasFingerPrint' and 'hasIrisPattern' 18 are defined as the ICs of Person, and 'hasOrgName' and 'TitleOfOrganization' for the ICs of Organization. Then, 'hasFingerPrint' and 'IrisPatternOf ' have mutuality relation, while 'hasOrgName' and 'TitleOfOrganization' have sameness relation.
We summarize the procedure of IC-based type sort mapping, below. A bottom-up searching approach is applied as shown in Figure 7 , because ICs are inherited from top to bottom. • quasi-typeMatching is a mapping function that finds the correspondence of quasi-type sort s ∈ S quasi-type in S quasi-type . First, the scope of possible matches in S quasi-type is decided by finding type sort s 1 ∈ S type which has a matched type sort s 1 ∈ S type such that s s 1 . After that, the correspondence of s is determined by a similar CVA in both P D (s) and P D (s ).
18 We admit that a type sort can originate more than one IC (say multiple ownICs), e.g., Person has three ownICs: hasFingerPrint, IrisPatternOf, and hasPalmVeinPattern. • roleMatching is a mapping function that finds the correspondence of role sort s ∈ S role in S role .
There are three steps in the roleMatching function.
-First, select sort s 1 ∈ S such that s s 1 , to find a corresponding type sort s 1 ∈ S type through typeMatching function. -Second, if typeMatching successfully returns a corresponding type sort s 1 , then determine the scope of possible matches by searching a corresponding quasi-type sort s 2 ∈ S quasi−type . -Third, according to s 2 , examine the scope of possible matches among role sorts again, by selecting role sorts s such that s s 2 , and then determine the correspondence of s by a common EDR in both P D (s) and P D (s ).
• phaseMatching is a mapping function that finds the correspondence of phase sort s ∈ S phase in S phase . The process of phaseMatching is almost similar to roleMatching, in analyzing a common CC except for EDR.
The corresponding sorts between Ontology1 and Ontology2 can be found through the above four matching functions.
Evaluation
We evaluate the MetaOntoModel-based matching method by calculating the mathematical complexity of matching function f . Suppose that the maximum number of sorts in O and O are N . Let m and n be the number of individuals for sorts s and s . The test for exportability and importability would take m and n comparisons respectively. For the convenience of estimation, if we regard a binary tree for taxonomies, then the average depth would be log N , and the approximate number of leaves would be N/2.
The mathematical complexity of T f is calculated based on the complexity of four sub-functions: typeMatching, quasi-typeMatching, roleMatching, and phaseMatching.
Let the maximum number of type sorts be k, 1 ≤ k ≤ N . Then, the maximum number of quasi-type sorts, role sorts, and phase sorts, will be N −k. The worse case complexity of type sort matching is
where (N/2 + log N/2) × O(m) for exportability and O(n) for importability when the total number of sorts is N . Then, the complexity of other sub-functions are as follows:
Note that the complexity of CVA or CC, is assumed to be O(1) because of direct attribute value or constraint matching. In the case of roleMatching, matching between two EDRs will cost O(m + n), due to checking whether each EDR provides the same range for each sort, or not. Finally, T f in the worse case is T f = T type +T quasi-type +T role +T phase = O(N ×m).
If T f is applied for the complete ontology matching, T c , of all available sorts between O and O , then T c would be reduced from O(N 2 ×m) to O(N log N ×m), because the matching functions need not be executed for the sub-sorts of every unmatched type sort.
Related Work
The development of methods and tools for ontology matching, alignment, and merging, has focused on a variety of works originating from diverse communities over a number of years. Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer (Kalfoglou & Schorlemmer 2005 ) conducted a comprehensive survey on a total of 35 mapping-related works. Noy and Musen (F. Noy & Musen 2002) also provided an evaluation-oriented analysis of some mapping tools, comparing them with their own experience in PROMPT for ontology merging.
Not only the major tasks but also the assumptions employed in each work are more or less different. Here, we provide an objective style review concerning how each tool deals with semantic heterogeneity and to what extent. For that purpose, we first present some existing methods and tools in brief, with respect to their background theory, mapping approach, and the level of expert-interaction.
• PROMPT (F. Noy & Musen 2003 ) is a semiautomatic interactive tool suit for performing ontology merging. For the phase of matching, AnchorPROMPT first detects linguistic similarity matches (called anchors) between ontology components, and then determines their semantic correspondences using related structural knowledge such as subsumption relations and properties (or slots). User approval is considered for merging between all possible kinds of correspondences. The limitation of PROMPT is that the two ontologies in the mapping (and merging) process should be different versions of the same ontology.
• IF-Map (Kalfoglou & Schorlemmer 2002 ) is a channel-theory-based automatic ontology mapping method. It uses logic infomorphism between ontologies with concept-to-concept mapping and relation-to-relation mapping. There are two assumptions in IF-Map, which are (a) a common reference ontology for all ontologies, and (b) considering an equal set of instances for the decision of concept matching, that is, if two concepts share the same set of instances then they are determined to be the same concept; otherwise not.
• GLUE (Doan et al. 2002 ) is an automatic ontology matching system that employs a multistrategy machine learning technique with joint probability distribution. First, the similarity estimator determines the similarity between instances using multiple base learners and a meta learner. GLUE contains two kinds of base learner: name learner and content learner. Name learner uses linguistic knowledge to calculate similarity between the names of two entities, by exploiting the frequency of words. Each content learner focuses on a certain type of information belonging to instances. Meta-learner is used to linearly combine the predictions of all base learners. Then, relaxation labeler determines the best mapping-which best satisfies the given domain constraints and heuristic knowledge-for each entity by analyzing the similarity results of all neighborhood entities.
• QOM-Quick Ontology Mapping (Ehrig et al. 2004 ) constitutes a straightforward name-based similarity computation between entities defined in two ontologies. QOM focus on less run-time complexity for the mapping efficiency of largesize, light-weight ontologies. We learned that most matching tools rely much on name-based matching between ontological enities, rather than semantics (or content) defined for each entity. For very complex names, the tools need expert's verification or user's approval.
Our matching is focused on content-driven matching between two concepts. As we have discussed two concepts with the same name may have different semantics. Suppose that an ontology developed by a certain university, where only graduate courses are available, uses concept name Student for a set of graduate students. Another ontology developed by a different university, where only undergraduate courses are available, may use the same name for different (but overlapped) semantics. According to the name-based matching methods, the accuracy of matches or unmatches is rather risky.
Two concepts might have different names. However, they can have semantic correspondence because the meaning of concept names cannot completely express the semantics of concepts. Moreover, other kinds of heterogeneity may be involved between two concepts. In that case, content-based matching of all available properties and instances will become complex. In our approach, we could remove unnecessary complication by analyzing only the most closely corresponding properties between two concepts.
The similarity analysis by the content learners of GLUE is similar to our matching approach. The similarity between two nodes (classes) is determined by the similarity of their attributes and relations with their neighbour nodes. Then, the similarity between two attributes is calculated by the similarity between their corresponding instances. Suppose that N c , N p , and N i are the maximum number of nodes, properties (attributes & relations), and instances. Let us assume that the complexity of comparing two attribute values between two instances is O(1). Then, the complexity of calculating similarity between two instances will be O(N p ). And, O(N p 2 × N i ) will be the complexity for the similarity between two nodes. Finally, the matching between two ontologies will take O(log N c × N p 2 × N i ). In order to compare GLUE with our matching approach, let us substitute N for every parameter; the cost of GLUE will become O(N 3 log N ), while our matching approach costs O(N 2 log N ) because our method does not require comparing all properties belonging to each class.
Conclusion
We conclude this paper with three main points: (a) the summary of our contributions, (b) the advantages and limitations of our semantic enrichment and matching method, and (c) our future work. First of all, our contributions are listed below.
• We provided MetaOntoModel in order to provide well-conceptualized and semantically-enriched ontologies for matching between heterogeneous ontologies, with less expert-interaction.
• We developed an open source meta-class ontology file (named 'sort.owl') which includes the frames of four sort meta-classes, and five PAL constraints to check subsumption consistency.
• We demonstrated the MetaOntoModel-based enrichment process using Protégé OWL API.
• We presented a content-based matching method that can reduce the cost of matching between heterogeneous ontologies.
• We evaluated our matching technique in terms of mathematical time complexity, and provided a comparison with other mapping tools.
The advantages of the MetaOntoModel-based matching method over other mapping methods are (a) the time cost can be reduced by direct matching between the same meta-knowledge groups; and (b) semantic correspondence between two sorts can be decided by matching between the most closely corresponding properties such as ownICs, CVA, EDR, and CC, instead of comparing all the properties belonging to the sorts. Our approach brings together techniques in philosophy, conceptualization, formal ontologies, mathematical logic, and knowledge representation. The limitation of this work is that ontological classes must be sortal, and they should be enriched according to MetaOntoModel. We admit that users need sufficient background knowledge for the classification of sorts, particularly based on rigidity and IC.
In future work, we will consider an intelligent assistant to users in deciding whether a sort is a rigid designator for its individuals, or not. Also, we will present MetaOntoModel-based ontology merging together with an alignment system of mapping results.
